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I am confident there there ure no privacy considerations whatever the time of the 
records. The Ful disclosed the list of its Dallas employees and those on TD there, 
with home addresses and phones and those involved through HSCA have also been 
publicly identified, I tell you this because it is possible that when I can go 

- over those records I may be able to save you time and efforts 

The original tape recordings ar.: quite important becuuse the distabelts 
have deteriozated, through time and repeated uses, which, with a needle, do 
damage the belts. This is also, at least to a degree, true of belt duplicates. 

When dubs are made for me, I would appreciate a second set, for which I will 
pay. This also will be economical for the FBI because there is another researcher 
who will, without question, want a set. I will provide him with xeroxes of the 
records you send me and seve you and the Isl that time and trouble, 

Are you aware that I was to have received all relevant records of the Yriminal 
Division? That I filed appeals directly with it (lir. Buckley, as I recall) and 
with Mr. Shea and never received a word in return? 

For your and lis. “ubbell's information, the five minutes of obliterated 
conversation were analyzed for both HSCA and the attorney General, with contra= 
dictory interpretutions, I5C4's experts detected what the Fl claims there was 
not, a fourth shot. The aG's panel disputes this. 

Unofficial and poor copies of the tapes huve been avuilable for years. For 
your additional information, what 1 refer to above us omitted by the FBI relates 
to Officer J.D. Tippit, who also was killed. 

4s I think you can see, this is a matter of continuing interest, so if there 
is any way in which I may be able to help, please let me know. And my thanks to 
Ms. Hubbell, please. 

Sincerely, 

Ul 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21701


